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General descriptionRecommended separation distances between portable and mobile
Thank you for using this Health Monitor. Please read this User ManualRF communications equipment and the EQUIPMENT or SYSTEM
carefully in order to use the medical device safely and correctly.-for ME EQUIPMENT and ME SYSTEMS that are not LIFE-SUP-
Intended UsePORTING
Health Monitor is intended to be used for measuring,
displaying and storing of body temperature, blood pressureRecommended separation distances between portate and mobl RF communications

equipment and the HC-03 and pulse rate in the home or in healthcare facilities.
The device obtains the body temperature by measuring theThe HC-03 is intended for use in an edectromagnetic ervironment in which radiated RF
forehead area.disturbanoes are contra晶ed.The oustomer or the user of the HC-03 can help prevent

ectromnagnetic interference by maintaining a minimum distance between porate and
The device obtains the blood pressure by measuring themoble RF oommunications equipment (transmitters)and the HC-03 as recommended

belw,according to the mBximum output powerof the comnunications equiprent upper arm site.
The device can not be used for self-diagnosis.Separation distance according to frequency of transmitter (m)Ratedmaxmum
This product should not encourage self-medication or800 MHz to2.5GSHz80 MHzto 80 MHz150kHzto 80MHzouput of.

"普师等45tarsmntteW9) 乳吗司 adaptation of the treatment.
Always consult the doctor if the patient has any questions0.230.12 0.120.01 or he believes he has abnormal measurements.

0.730.380.1 0.38 Blood pressure measurement isn't used for neonatal or
children under 12 years old.2.3- 1.21.2 Body temperature measurement isn't used for neonatal

7.33.3.810 or children under 5 years old.
The operator must be able to read English.100 2312 仍 Functions
Health Monitor is the wireless device which depends on theFor transmitters rated at a maximum output power not listed above
bluetooth for signal transmission and needs to be combinedthe recommended separation distance d in metres (m) can be

estimated using the equation applicable to the frequency of the with a mobile phone application.The product through infrared
transmitter, where P is the maximum output power rating of the sensors,pressure sensors to collect the test requirements of
transmitter in watts (W) according to the transmitter manufacturer.

body temperature, blood pressure and pulse rate information,

and through Bluetooth to transfer information to the phoneNOTE 1At 80 MHz and 800 MHz, the separation distance for the
application to display.The users can observe the temperature,higher frequency range applies.

NOTE 2 These guidelines may not apply in all situations. Electro- blood pressure, pulse rate and history measurement records
magnetic propagation is affected by absorption and reflection from in the mobile phone application.The users can also set the
structures, objects and people. temperature measurement, blood pressure measurement,

history record and other function according to their demand.
Contraindications
Please children or those who can't express themselves do

not use the device.
 Do not use the device on body part with injury and skin
infection.

Please use under the guidance of doctor for those who
have disturbance of blood circulation or blood disease.16



Guidance and manufacturer's declaration-electromagnetic immunitySelf measurement for blood pressure is not suggested
-for ME EQUIPMENT and ME SYSTEMS that are not LIFE-SUP-for those with high psychic anxiety.
PORTINGBlood pressure measurement isn't used for neonatal or

children under 12 years old.
·Body temperature measurement isn't used for

Guidance and manufactrer's decearation-eectromagnetic immunilyneonatal or children under 5 years old.
The HC-03 is intended for use in the eectromegnetic envirorment specifed befow. The This device does not apply to the ICU.
customer or the user of the HC-03 shouk assure that t is used in such an ervironment.

Product Composition Electomnegnetcervirorment-EC60601tos标vlIirmunytes Camtineleve guiianceHealth Monitor is composed with noumenon, cuff and
Fortable ard moble communicationmobile-phone application program.
equlpmrernt should be used rno doer

Noumenon is mainly composed of PCB, Plastics, to ary pertof he HC-03,induding
cates, han the recmmendedRechargeable Lithium-lon Battery, Pump,etc. separalon distarce cakulated from
the eauation aplicate to the

Product specification and performance characteristics frequency of the transmiter
3VmnConducted RF Recommended separation dstance

3y (V1)150kHztHalth Monior HC-03Product ModelProduct namve IEC6100-4-6 80 0- 昏 Np:
SWVersionHealht MonicrSoftware von.10

d+ 子p 80 MHzt800MHzBatey Nominal 图 Ilput olage 5V4+0.25V各言邻
3V/m  80MHzt25GHzd=-Size了号 70mm×70mm×184mmBasey Rated Capacity Radited RF 臣柔可 10Vm (E1)IEC610004-3 were P is he maxnum ouput25GH季呈号Nat WeightWorhkng frequency 2400-24835GHz power ratirg t the tansmiter in

Resing pressre raled walts (W)according to theCommunication 0-300mmHg空完吕苍 ang9 transniter manufacturer anddis theProtool
ecommended separation dstancs2yeasValictyperiod of afValidity period of producl 3years imetres(m) Field srengts from
fived RF tansmiters as detemineddharge-dschargeLietme o battery by an elecromagntc sine survey,acycles 300 times shoud be less than the camplecce

Body temperature measurementBlood pressure measremernt evel in each frecvency rangeb

Measurement body part Intetferece may ocaur in me yciniyMeasurement body part ForeheadUpperarm of equpment marked wth the
Applied amm follswing syrrbc22356om 25-42CMeasuremnt sopeaircumference of af

102c for3542℃Measurement sxpe of Measuringeo60-230mmHg 104Cor <35Csystlicpresure
NOTE 1At 80 MHz and 800 MHz, the higher frequency range applies.Measurexment gcope of40-130rinHg NOTE 2 These gudelines may not apply in al staticns Electromagpetic Is affected bydiastolic pressure
absorption and reflection from strucures, objects and petple.

±3mmn-gPressure error
Measurement scope 40-180bPm a)Fiel strengths from fixed transmiters,such as bese statons for radic(cellularloordless)of pulse rate

telephones ard LEnd mobile rdics,amateur radio,AM and FMradio broadcast and TVbroadcast±5%Pulse rate erroA cannot be predicted theoretically ith accurary. To assess the electromagneic ernvironment due to

SIlorage(Transpor condionVWorking concffon fxed RF transmiters,an electromagnebi site survey should be considered.If the measured field
strrgth in the location in which the HC-03 is used exceed the applicable RF compliance lvel5c-40c -25C-70cTemperaureTemperaure
above,the HC-03 should be observed io verify normal cperation.H abnommal perfomance isHmifty Humidy15?% s93% Dbserved,additiontal measures may be necessary,such as re-oienting or relocating the HC-03.

50-106ikPa70-106 kPa. Atmospheic PresureAtmospheric Pressure b)Over the frequency range 150 kHz to 80 MHz field strengths should beless tharn [V1]V/m.
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Product StructureGuidance and manufacturer's dechration-eectromagnetic emsion大
六例乙 temperature senSor-The HC-03 is intended for use In the eectomagrietic ervironment specifed bekow.

The customerαr the user of HC-O3 shoul assure that it is used in such an environment

了一 USB charge portComplance Eectromagnetic ervironment-guidanceEmissonstest Product Safety ClassThe HC-03 uses RF energy only for its intemal‘RF emissins unction.Therefore,its RF emssions are very kbw Cass lGroup 1 Protection against electic shockCISPR 11 and are not liely to cause any inteference innearby
electronic equipment,

BFAPPLIED PARTSRF emisions，它 CestsBCsPR11 IP22Protection against harmfulingress ofThe HC-03 is suitabke foruse in alestabtishments,
water or particulate mattero incuding domestic establshments and those diredlyHamonic emissionsCassA connected to the pubickw-vctage power supptyEC61000-3-2 NOT-CONTINUOUS OPERATIONMode of operationnetwork that suprlies buildings used for domestic

Voece iuctuations/ purposes.？ Cmpdiesickeremissions Not intended for using in OXYGENUsed inan OXYGEN RICHIEC61000-3-3 RICH ENVIRONMENTENVRONMENT
Applied mobile phones(NETWORK/DATA COUPLINGS)Guidance and manufacturer's declaration-electromagnetic immunity

-for all EQUIPMENT and SYSTEMS. Health Monitor shall be used together with application program in
mobile phones. The mobile phone shall satisfy the following 2Guidance and manufacturer's dedaraton-eledtromagretic immunity
requirements.The HC-03 isinterded fcr use in the eecromagnetic ervironment specfied bekw.The
1.Bluetooth 4.0customer or the user of the HC-83shoud assure that itis used in such an environment,

2.Android 4.3 or higher version, iOS 7.0 or higher version.EN60601 testlevellmmuntylest Eedunegn6bceviorment-gudariceComplance kvel

Package ListFkors shou bewood,aororo6e oElextcstatic ±8NV contat营8W c0tBCt oairre让fars are czvreddth
(pstharge ESD) 它义Heath Montior ×1snthei maielal, De ekilhe±15NV ak USser Manual×1±15kVairIEC6i1C00-4-2 humiaityshouAd be at eest 30%,

日exGsatc Mans powerqualty shoul be that Accessories list±2kV for power supply lnes社2i ftor p3wer suppl lhnestronaient/burs of a typice comnenca or hospbl±1KVfErnputioutput Ines 土1iW/ foyinputotp法lngiEC 61004-4 orvrorimont

Cuff(x×D-01 )×1 USB Ine ×1Marspowe qaity ould be th宝±1iV dinentelmode±1kVdiferentid modeSup的IEC6100-1-5 of abypicalootrmecil cr hosgial±2 k cprrin mode ±?xV cnrrmon ncde

Battery Chargingcerwirorrxrt.

The color of battery icon on APP means electric quantity status.<5UTp95?p inUT)<5UT卡>95?pinUTfu D5cycde kcr 0.5cye hftin 5ger qutly结huH be that

cf a typcalcommercilo hospitsWdtzge dbs,shct Yebw: Low power ofbateryRed: The batery'snear toexhaustng40rT 80?nUT40T(o?nU)ntenuctons and enwomentlf the usero e HC-03
o5cydtesfor5 cyeksNcago varioion1s rqure oortrued ope5on dumrybowe mainsiniorupbons,kisan pO0er s4pty alue: Fulpower ohbateryGren Sufient power ofbatery70Ur a0?nUny70Ti30?nUT) recxnitmended tat the HC-O3 bentut Ines

for 25cydles poweed ficm an urlrtenupte powee1o(25 cyce3IEC810004-11 Sipply O7 8b3#3ry.

<5UTp95? inUT45UTe-95?ipinUT Cautions for battery charginglo55c53c
Powvr fhnquxy Please charge timely when bow power caution appears on APP.Power treguency Tigrzele∶反g出
15A60He) stoud be at evete characteristc of a420Am.400.mi Power light is blue and fickering during charging.migralictad tytkcalbcestin na bypical conmercsl

or hosptl GrvovorrrartIEG6100-4-8 Do not use the device during charging.
NOTE: UTis the a.c.mains vdtage prior to applicaton of the testlevel. Power on/off

Power on: press power key 2 seconds. The device shakes slighty.
Power on is successful with blue power light.
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Power off press power key 2 seconds. The device shakes slightly. The guarantee is not applied for below conditions.
Power offis successful with power ight off. 1.Any non-artificial damages, and damages or malfunctions caused

APP Download by using under abnormal working environment, by not following the
Log in http/ www.foinoe.com/, dick"download center' to download instruction for use,or by not using the device under specified
theAPP. environment.

2.Disassembly, repair or change the device by yoursef withoutDevice Connection
agreement with manufacturer.Press power key and hold 2 seconds to power on.
3.Damage caused by improper transportation after purchase.Open the APP. The device will connect to APP automatically with
4.Damage caused by force majeure (e.g.flood, thunder strike,earthappearing of electrical quantity icon on APP.
quake, abnormal voltage, etc)If the electrical quantity icon is not shown on APP,dick the Bluetooth
5. Normal wear and other conditions not influencing nomal operation.icon to set up the connection manually.
6.Purchase from unauthorized channel by Foinoe.

/A Cautions for using APP This guarantee clause is only applied for the device itself.
1.Confirm the system specification in mobile phone comply
with the requirements before downloading the APP. Symbol Definition2. In order to set up the automatic connection between mobile

又国
phone and device, the device shall be powered on before

SN] ExpirydateProduct serial numberlogging in APP.
3.Most of malfunctions could be solves after rebooting device LOTManulacturer Batch number
and APP. Characters ofREF三 Date of manufactureTrouble shooting Catabgue number"

同目European union authorizationSclutionMalunctons Temperature LimitReason ：representatve

夏 娜Par recycked separately fromChed the wesignof BuetaothMobile phone isnotsatisfy the Characters ofFalue of downlcadig APP and system of mctle phone. other wasterequircments "Keep away from surlight"

IP22Poweron the device fisty, thenFalure of autmasconnectionWrong operation sequance Characters of Keep dry Protection gradeloginAPP.Crconnect marually.

Restat the dorvoe and relogWeak senstvity of Bluetoct
够Falure of connecton ar Characters of "Do notuse if您Fdhbw"nstuctions for useof moble phore in he App.fnding the deyio9 package is damaged

困 回BF typeInstruction for blood pressure measurement CassⅡ device
Blood pressure measurement will be influenced by body posture,

吩cEo197 CatonCE makwearing method of cuff,physical condition,surrounding environ-
ment. The position of cuff and heart shall be kept at a same
horizontal level during measurement.

EMC Declaration1.Keep calm for 5 minutes before measurement. Do not speak
or talk during measurement to avoid influence on accuracy.Arm

Guidance and manufacturer's decaration-electromagneticshall be kept naked or dressed with thin cloth.
emission- for all EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS.2.Power on the device and buckle in the cuff correctly. Tie up

the cuff1-2 cm upper elbow joint.Degree tightness should be
comfortable. ‘ 13

www.foinoe.com

Foinoe



3.Sit up straight.Keep limb positioned on a stable table orKeep the device away from places which could cause slant,shaking
and impacting. platform with proper height. Keep the palm up and relaxed. The

position of cuff and heart shall be kept at a same horizontalKeep the device away from places with chemicals or corosive gas.
level during measurement.

Do not fall he device from height. 4.Open the APP. The device can connect to APP automaticallyDo not fold the cuf ighty. or manually with appearing of electrical quantity icon on APP.
After the device connects to APP successfully, select bloodPlease do the repair with following methods.
pressure in App interface and click"Start".The cuff will beDo not disassemble or repair by yourself. Please dial customer inflated and measurement will be started.Keep calm during

service hotine for consultation due to product quality ssues or any measurement.
doubts for measurement results. 5.System will stopped automatically after measurement. The

The cuffis specified for the device.Please contact manufacturer for measured value will be shown.
repair or purchase. Do not change by yourself. 6.Take off the cuff and clear up.

The repair can only be done by authorized persons. Do not evaluate the result only by your own experi-
ence. Please consult the doctor.Clean and disinfection

 Please clean by using soft dry cloth.
When the device is very dirty, water or neutral agent could be used 《。

but twist before deaning. Relax and Remove clothing on the uppersiting up arm or wear thin clothe
straightIf necessary degreasing cotton with ethanol could be used for

disinfecton. - Cuff center and heart be at the same height
一 Rest your hand， plam-p，

Environment protection on a table

The handling of the device,cuff or waste battery refers to the local
The bottom of cuff approximatelyregulation. Please do not discard it casually. 1-2cm above the elbow

the difference in heightsAfter-sales Guarantee between the table and
chiar should be

1. If malfunctions happen within 7 days after selling,consumers coud 25cm to 30cm

select refund,exchange goods,or repair. Free repair is provided for
non-artificial damage within 1 year after selling. For the reasonable

requests outside the free exchange or repair,technical service is t2"1-2cm
provided with charging of material, repair and service.
2.Purchase date is determined by the invoice issued by manufactur-
er or authorized dealer. 一勾作
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Trouble shooting When common arrhythmia(e.g. APB,VPBs,Af) appears, measured
value may be incorrect, or measurement may be failed.

SolutionReasonMaunctors The high blood pressure referred is ≥135/85mmHg.

Keep forehead dean before body temperature measurement.Wrap the auf oectly.
Adjust the sitng pocsture, KeepcalmWrong wrapping of cuffMoving.

Do not keep the detector head contacting skin of forehead.Low reading speaxing, or wrong siting during meesuremerl
Please refer to user manual forpostire durng measurement
opeation dotails. Try to measure in the stable environment. Do not measure near to
Re-position the device. Contact the the air outlet of fan or air conditioner,or in the place with directionalAlr leakage of cul or wrongFalure of iating manufacturerior replacng the cuf fposition of device sunshine.aufis broken.
Check the position of dievice by The body temperatures are different for different time and body parts.referring to user marual. Check theWrong poslfan of devce、 Falure of measurement ponverquntity. Chage timely ue tD The deviation of 0.2C for same body parts is reasonable.or iradeqLueate povier lov power. Please refer to user marual
for operationdetals.

Maintenance
Calibration of blood pressure by using static pressure Do not do servicing and maintenance while the
HC-03 is based on osillmety, which means the blood pressure device is in use.Please do the maintenance with

following methods.calculated is accurate only if the static pressure is accurate.Therefore,
Do not wash the cuff with water. Clean with soft and cdean fabric.in order to calibate the blood pressure,static pressure should be

calibrated.FLUCK BPPump 2 Blood Pressure Simulator is used to Do not scrub the device with wet fabric since the device is not

water-proof.calibrate the static blood pressure.
Fabric stained with neutral detergent or water could be used for

Calibration process: deaning. The fabric shall be twisted before cleaning. If necessary
1.Use airway tube to connect HC-03 and FLUCK BP Pump 2. degreasing cotton stained with ethanol could be used for disinfection.

Keep the device away from fire or heat source since it contains2.Press CUFF and select Intermnal.
battery and electronic components.3.Press Option and select static pressure of 0~300mmHg.

4.Run the APP to connect HC-03.Enter engineering test mode by Calibration is suggested to be conducted every 2 years, although
inputting engineering code. strict test is finished for each function before delivery. Please contact

manufacturer when calibration is needed.5.Select static pressure test item HC-03 closed pressure on APP.
6.Press Start buttonon FLUCKBPPump 2 to startthe inflation.The Do not disassemble or repair by yourself. Please dial customer
inflation wil be stopped automatically when the pressure reach the service hotine for consultation due to product quality issues or any

doubts for measurement results.seting
7.Compare the static pressure value on FLUCK BP Pump2 andAPP. Please do the storage with following methods.
The gap shall be smaller than ±3mmHg. Keep the device away from high temperature,moist, direct sunshine,

dust,salty air
o 11



Instruction for body temperature measurementThe device should not be used adjacent to or stacked
with other equipment and that if adjacent or stacked

1.Power on the device and open the APP. The device canuse is necessary, the device should be observed to
connect to APP automatically or manually with appearing ofverify normal operation in the configuration in which it

willbe used. electrical quantity icon on APP.
 CautionsN 2.Keep forehead dry and clean.Take the device and align the

infrared detection head to the center of forehead.Keep thePlease relax at least 5 minutes before measurement.Do not feed,
device 1-2cm away from skin.drink alcohol or coffe, exercise, bath,and etc 30 minutes before
3.Select"Temperature" in App.Click"Start"formeasurement.
measurement.Please relax as much as possible and not talk during the measure-
4.System will stopped automatically after measurement.Thement procedure.

Use the device in the specifed environment, otherwise the result measured value will be shown.

might be affected.
Do not use the device in vehicle while moving.
The result of blood pressure measurement can be afected by the

Sensor of temperaturemeasurement site,the position of the PATIENT, exercise,or the
aim to forehead

PATIENTS physiologic condition.

The resut of blood pressure measurement might be affected by the [@色‘
environment, such as temperature, humidity and altitude.

Do not measure the same amm continuously. If several times
measurements are needed, the interval between two measurements measurement area
shall be more than 30s.

Too frequent blood pressure measurements can cause nury to the
PATIENT due to blood flow interference.

Inflating cuff may cause discomfort for arm during measurement. Do
not use it measure blood pressure for whose arm injured.

Blood pressure measurement can not be used for the same arm as
Trouble shootingother monitor equipment at the same time.

The cuf is dedicated for the device. Donot disassemble and replace
Mafunctions SalutionReasonby yourself. Please contact manufacturer when needed.

Do not keep limb pressured by cuffor along time.Risk of resulting Clean the forehead beforesveat water,oil and ec on forehead measurement。
Big measurement emrham to arm exists while cuf is inflating continuously. Please take off Wrong easurement distance

Keep 1-2cm distance between
the device directly from cuff while the inflating is not stopped deiector head and forehead.

automaticlly.
10



Charger, mobile displayer with bluetooth and health monitor/A Warning -General contribute a ME (medical electrical) system.
Please read this User Manual carefully in order to use the medical An ME SYSTEM shall provide:

device safely and correcty. -within the PATIENT ENVIRONMENT, the level of safety
equivalent to ME EQUIPMENT complying with thisPlease use the device in the specified environment. Do not
standard; anduse the device under environment with strong electromag- -outside the PATIENT ENVIRONMENT, the level of safetynetic interference or high frequency surgical equipment.
equivalent to equipment complying with their respective IEC Contact the manufacturer when facing a damage or or ISO safety standards.malfunction.Do not disassemble or repair the device by

yourselves. Please use the charger complying with IEC60601-1 or other
Do not disassemble or modify the device by yourselves. relative electrical standards (e.g. IEC60950). Otherwise

Do not use when the device maintenance. there could be the risk of electrical shock.
Do not place the device in the environment with strong acid The mobile devices such as mobilephone connected to

Health Monitor shall have a protection level of IP22 at least.or alkali. Otherwise the lifetime and measurement accuracy
of the device may be affected. Please use the accessories such as cuff and cable specified

The APP of device is applied for smartphone with Bluetooth by manufacturer. Otherwise it could lead to inaccurate
4.0,Android 4.3 or higher version, iOS7.0 or higher measurement or damage to device.
version. Please confirm your smartphone is complied with

Stop using the device and contact after-sales service whenthe requirements beforehand to avoid damaging the
finding the performance is changed.smartphone.

/ Warning -EMC(Electromagnetic Compatibility) Keep the device away from fire or heat source since it
contains battery and electronic components.

The device needs special precautions regarding EMC and needs toChildren shall use the device under guardians'monitor.
be installed and put into service according to the EMC informationPlace the device in the position which children can not
provided in the ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS.touch since the device contains small components.

 The portable and mobile RF communications equipment can affect Do not calibrate by yourselves. The calibration is done
the devic.before delivery. Please contact manufacturer when

calibration is needed. The minimum amplitude or value of PATIENT physiological signal:
 Do not operate the device out of the scope of specified Measurement scope of systolic pressure: 60-230mmHg

measurement temperature. Otherwise the performance
Measurement scope of diastolic pressure:40-130mmHgcould be affected.
Measurement scope of temperature:28~42 CDo not store and transport the device out of the scope of
Operation of the device below this amplitude or value may causespecified environmental temperature and humidity.
inaccurate results.Otherwise the performance could be affected.

The use of accessories and cables other than those specified, withThe device's performance could be affected when the
the exception of transducers and cables sold by the manufacturer ofoptical component is damaged or polluted.

The device's performance could be affected when the the device as replacement parts for intemnal components, may result
device is vibrated or crashed. in increased emissions or decreased immunity of the device.

图 o
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The health monitor should be horizontally placed duringInstruction for blood oxygen measurementInstruction for New function
the measurement.

Intended Use 1.Power on the device and open the APP. The device  lt's recommendable to measure by middle finger, nails
can connect to APP automatically or manually with hold up. Clean the fingers before the measurement.Health Monitor is also intended to be used for measuring, appearing of electrical quantity icon on APP.  DO NOT move the finger during the measurement.displaying and storing of blood oxygen, ECG,heart rate
2.Keep still and calm.Put the middle finger above the There are some differences on the blood pressure onand blood alucose in the home or in healthcare facilities.
blood oxygen probe and make the finger pulp touch the different fingers,blood circulation,physiological features,
pobe, hence try to use the same finger to take measurements.Blood oxygen sensor 3.Select "Oximetry" in App.Click "Start" for The paralysis state caused by the continuous
measurement, blood-pressure measurements can influence the bloodECG/bodvt
4.System will stopped automatically after measurement. circulation, which may affect the oximetry values,so dotemperature sensor 刀
The measured value will be shown. not measure the blood oxygen after finishing the blood

uSB charge port pressure measurement.Blood glucose sen
◆DO NOT paint the nail polish on the measuring finger.
 DO NOT take measurement under strong light.

Adiust sitting ◆DO NOT measure after sporting.Put fingertip ofposition and The measured blood-oxygen value may be incorrect ifProduct specification and performance characteristics index finger theKeep the monitor the tester's finger skin is too thick or has pigmentoxygen deterctorflat on the table deposition.Product name Product Model HC-03Health Monitor 防 If there are foreign matters between the probe and theBlood oxyger asurementECG memeasurement measured parts, it may influence measured result.
MeasurementMeasurement Cold fingertip skin or poor peripheral circulation caused byHands (handheld)Finger body partbody part low temperature treatment or prolonged exposure to

1mV±5%Calibration votageMeagurement scope low-temperature environment can result in insufficient pulse70?00%

志8Z9t t signal, too low measured value or unable to measure.

霭毂上 Instruction for ECG measurement≤+5%SenstvityerrorMeasuring error
1.Power on the device and open the APP. The device canTrouble shooting吉128.0 connect to APP automatically or manually with appearing
of electrical quantity icon on APP.Malfunctions

离雾
SolutiolReasonPolarization ±300mV 2.Keep still and calm.Hold the deivce by left hand,and660nm Re-measure accordingData changed a lotMeasured way or bcresistance voltage the thumb touches the metal part on the top of bloodto the instructiol≤±5%940nm Sensitivity variationInfrared wavelength oxygen sensor, other fingers touch the metal label at theLightly press the middle finger

back of device. The power button aims to palm.Finger overexerted20B50Hz interference on the device, do not overexertssion Alter 3.Right hand touches the body temperature sensor, TwoUnable to get hands don't touch each other.Use another finger to measuremeasurementBlood glucose measured results 4. Select "ECG"in App.Click"Start"for measurement.ensure the fingercovering theFinger is to thin1.1mmol/l~33 3mmou/lMeasurement scope bood-oxygen ight during the 5.System will stopped automatically after measurement.process±0.83 mmol/L (±15mg/dL), The measured value will be shown.Accurac for s5.55mmolL(<100mgidL);
±15?or >5.55mm

介SD=0.42 mmol/L (<7.7mg/dL), Cautionsfor <5.5mmal/L (<100mgldL);Repeatablity ◆Please relax at least 5 minutes before measurement.DoCV<7,5%.
for ≥5.5mmol/L(100mg/dL) not feed,drink alcohol or coffe,exercise,bath,and etc 30

5Dtest strip minutes before measurement.Model of test strip
Please relax as much as possible and not talk during the
measurement procedure.

乙



Trouble shooting11.The measured value will be shown after about 5s. Only 0.5 ul of blood sample is required.
Blood samples must be filled with the reaction area at one time

SolutionReasonMalfunctions and should not be added repeatedly,
 The test strip should be used within 5 minutes after unpacking, ECG dlagram The position of two recly place both hands,
but under high humidity (>80relative humidity), it should be !verse

-回used within 3 minutes.

下/CautionsFactors that affect testing Please relax at least 5 minutes before measurement. Do not
1.When the following situations occur, the test results may be feed,drink alcohol or coffee,exercise, bath,and etc 30 minutes

before measurement.disturbed:
Please relax as much as possible and not talk during thea)Hematocrit value is less than 30or more than 55%.
measurement procedure.b)Peripheral blood circulation disorders.such as severe

To avoid the external disturbance,please do the measurementdehydration, hypotension,shock, and peripheral vascular disease.
in a quiet environment.c)Triglvycerides were hiaher than 57mmol/L.

DO NOT do the measurement under the charging.d) Vitamin C dopamine uric acid is beyond the normal level.

Please place two hands in correct position.2. Factors that affect test results due to improper operation.
◆DO NOT do the measurement with wet hands.a)The blood volume is insufficient and the reaction area of the
During the measurement, two hands DO NOT touch eachtest strip is not fully absorbed.
other.b)The blood sample was insufficient for the first time,and test

again after the added in.
Instruction for blood glucose measurementc)Blood samples contaminated(Blood samples are adopted by

pressing hard, or contained bubbles). 1.Power on the device and open the APP.The device can
connect to APP automatically or manually with appearing ofd)After adding the blood sample, the test strip was puled out and
electrical quantity icon on APP.re-inserted into the device.

e) Test strips stored or refrigerated in a low temperature 2.Select "Blood Glucose" in App.Click "Start" for
measurement.environment below 1 C,

画f)Test with a test strip stored at a high temperature above 35C. 3.Select whether you are testing your glucose before or after a
meal. Then click "Next".g)Disinfect fingers with iodine or chlorinated disinfectant.
4.Select check code, then click "Next".h)Blood is collected without drying fingers after alcohol
5.Insert the test strip (sold separately)into the strip receiver.disinfection.

i) The test strip is placed in a high humidity environment for more 6.Wash your hands with soap and water before touching testing
than 3 minutes after unwrapping the package. tools.
j)Do not fully balance the glucose meter with the ambient 7.Prepare the lancing device:

1)Pull ff he cap of the lancing device.temperature (generally more than 20 minutes).
2)Insert a lancet and push down until it's secured.3. Why is there a difference between the peripheral blood glucose

 Cautionsmeasured by the tester and the blood glucose measured by the 3)Twist the protective disk of the lancet.
。Lancing device is for personal use only, one person one lance.hospital venous blood alucose tester? 4)Replace the cap by aligning the arrow with the release
No allow to share the lancet with others. button.The hospital use venous blood plasma glucose to test. The
Do not disinfect fingers with iodine or chlorinated disinfectant.hospital medical certificate that the maximum error of test value 5)Select the depth of penetration by turning the adjustablerange is 15�etween peripheral blood glucose and venous blood tip.◆ The adjusted calibration code must be consistent with the
calibration code indicated on the test strip package that is readyplasma glucose. Thus affected by blood sample, this result 6)Pull the cocking control back until it clicks.You will see a

between system's peripheral blood glucose and venous blood color change in side the release button when it's ready.to be used.
Do not touch the reaction area and insert the end of the test 8.Clean your finger.plasma glucose from the hospital will be different.(Quoted:
strip with your finger.Johnson RN, Baker JR.Accuracy of devices used for 9.Hold the lancing device firmly against the finger and press

self-monitoring of blood glucose [J].Ann Clin Biochem,1998, Do not use the test strip to press the bleeding part. the release button.
35(Pt):68-74.) 10.Touch the test strip with the drop of blood until the◆Don't scrape the blood with a test strip.

Don't adopt blood from both ends of the strip. window isfilled.
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